Motivation: The Variant Call Format (VCF) is widely used to store data about genetic variation. Variant calling workflows detect potential variants in large numbers of short sequence reads generated by DNA sequencing and report them in VCF format. To evaluate the accuracy of variant callers, it is critical to correctly compare their output against a reference VCF file containing a gold standard set of variants. However, comparing VCF files is a complicated task as an individual genomic variant can be represented in several different ways and is therefore not necessarily reported in a unique way by different software. Results: We introduce a VCF normalization method called Best Alignment Normalisation (BAN) that results in more accurate VCF file comparison. BAN applies all the variations in a VCF file to the reference genome to create a sample genome, and then recalls the variants by aligning this sample genome back with the reference genome. Since the purpose of BAN is to get an accurate result at the time of VCF comparison, we define a better normalization method as the one resulting in less disagreement between the outputs of different VCF comparators. Availability and Implementation: The BAN Linux bash script along with required software are publicly available on https://sites.google.com/site/banadf16
Introduction
The Variant Call Format (VCF) is a tab-delimited text format for storing information about genetic variants and genotypes (Petr et al., 2011) . Variant records in a VCF file store information about changes which transform a reference DNA sequence (referred to as the reference) into a sample DNA sequence. In its simplest form, each variant record contains a position where a change has to be made to the reference (POS), and two subsequences: one, the subsequence which exists in the reference (REF) ; and two, the alternative subsequence which should replace the other subsequence to create the sample sequence (ALT). In fact, a VCF file is a textual description of the relationship between the reference and the sample sequence while the alignment of the sample sequence to the reference is the graphical representation of that relationship. Since sequences can be aligned in several ways, the same sample sequence could be represented in different ways in multiple VCF files. Such VCF files are considered implicitly equivalent even though they contain different sets of variants. Figure 1 displays two different possible alignments (ALN A and ALN B ) between an example reference (Ref) and a sample sequence (Seq), together with the lists of variants implied by each alignment, and their simplified VCF representation (VCF A and VCF B respectively). In Figure 1 , the position of each base in the reference is written above the sequence. Note that a small region of two VCF files can be implicitly equivalent as well, i.e. all variants located at positions 1 to 23 of a reference sequence.
The lack of unique and standardized representation for variants is a challenge when comparing two VCF files. One important application of VCF comparison is the evaluation and assessment of variant calling workflows (Liu et al., 2013; O'Rawe et al., 2013; Pirooznia et al., 2014) . These workflows consist of several processes such as Mapping, Alignment Filtering, Variant Calling and Variant Filtering (Van der Auwera et al., 2013) . Any modification applied to the algorithms or to the parameters used in the process will affect the final output VCF file. Since the final VCF file reflects the accuracy of all preceding processes, it is necessary to compare the final VCF file against the true set to see how similar they are. This similarity can be considered a metric to evaluate the accuracy of the workflow. However, due to differing representations of the same sample sequence in VCF files, similarity might be unclear and difficult to assess.
When comparing two VCF files using different VCF comparison tools, comparators are expected to output similar results for the same input files. However, due to the existence of implicit equivalencies (such as those in Fig. 1 ) in real data with millions of variants in each VCF file, a unanimous result is rarely obtained. Since comparators consider different criteria to determine whether two sets of variants (or two individual variants) are equivalent or not, comparators will identify different amount of equivalencies between VCF files. However, if all equivalencies were explicitly clear and represented by exactly the same set of variants, then all comparators would identify and report them similarly. Thus, by measuring disagreement between the output of various VCF comparison tools using the metric described in Section 3, one can determine how well the input VCF files are normalized. Obviously, lower disagreement is observed when the VCF files are well normalized and less implicit equivalencies exist. Comparing several pairs of VCF files, all normalized with a specific VCF normalization methods, the average disagreement between comparators shows the effectiveness of that specific VCF normalization method.
In this paper, a new VCF normalization procedure called Best Alignment Normalisation (BAN) is introduced which results in a noticeably lower disagreement in comparison to normalization procedures proposed in the literature thus far.
The rest of this paper is organized as follow. Section 2 discusses available VCF normalization and VCF comparison techniques. Section 3 describes our VCF normalization method, which is evaluated relative to other methods in Section 4. Section 6 concludes our works.
Related work
When comparing two VCF files, with one containing discovered variants and the other containing the true set of variants, three metrics are reported: one, the number of True Positive variants (TP) that were identified correctly by the variant caller; two, the number of False Positive variants (FP); and three, the number of False Negative variants (FN).
VCFtools (VCF, 2011) includes a VCF compare module which has been used in (Liu et al., 2013) to compare a synthetic VCF file (as true set) against VCF files produced by various variant calling workflows from the same synthetic sample DNA. However, VCFtools only compares variant sites. Thus, in the same position, if there is a change from C to T in one VCF file and C to G in the other VCF file, VCFtools will report them as a common site in its output, but will not report that the variations are different. Considering these common sites as true positives will result in a higher true positives count than what really exists in the files being compared.
SMaSH (Talwalkar et al., 2013 ) is a complete benchmarking solution for variant calling workflows which includes a VCF normalizer as well as a VCF comparator. The SMaSH VCF compare module not only reports exactly matched variants but it also reassesses false positive and false negative sites to reconsider those that are actually equivalent, but implicitly. SMaSH discovers implicit equivalencies by creating resulting sequences from both VCF files only for narrow regions of the reference. If the resulting sequences are the same, then all the variants positioned in the region are reported as equivalent. However, the region size and its position have to be chosen with care. If too narrow a region is chosen, then overlapping equivalencies might be missed. If too wide, then additional un-equivalent variants might mask equivalences.
NEAT (Stephens, 2014) is another VCF comparator which also looks for implicit equivalencies between VCF files. NEAT has another mode, called the fast mode, which is capable of comparing VCF files quickly, but only reports exactly matched records without identifying implicit equivalencies.
The program vcfeval (Cleary et al., 2015) from Real-Time Genomics is another VCF comparator that employs a dynamic programming algorithm to deal with variant representation when comparing VCF files. vcfeval compares VCF files at different levels and improves its comparison results by taking into account additional quality-related data fields in the VCF file during comparison. In addition, rtgeval (Li, 2016 ) is a wrapper for vcfeval that breaks down complex variants into a simpler form prior to comparison.
In Tan et al. (2015) , the authors proposed a unified representation of variants and a normalization algorithm for a VCF file called vt normalize (referred as vt-normalize). The authors in Tan et al. (2015) compare and contrast their method with the Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK) (DePristo et al., 2011) LeftAlignAndTrimVariants (LAATV) tool that is responsible for representing variants in the leftmost position they can be represented. GATK LAATV was not successful in normalising 3.4% of indels (Insertions and Deletions) normalized by vt-normalize.
In the case of the example sequences shown in Figure 1 , neither vt-normalize nor SMaSH normalizer were able to normalize both VCF files to the same representation when normalising each VCF file individually. However, SMaSH and NEAT comparators both identified all variants as equivalent at the time of comparison when analysing both VCF files.
Although some VCF comparators are capable of identifying many of the implicit equivalencies between VCF files at the time of comparison, the purpose of VCF normalization is to normalize For example, in Figure 2 , there are nine and eleven variants in VCF C and VCF D respectively. The resulting sequences from these VCF files (SqC and SqD respectively) are not equivalent and therefore the VCF files could not be considered as equivalent. When comparing VCF C and VCF D , only three variants (at position 2, 13 and 20) will be seen as equivalent and the rest of variants will be reported as FP and FN. However, as illustrated in Figure 2 , VCF C and VCF D can be normalized individually into VCF E and VCF F respectively, each with five variants (the normalization algorithm is given later in this paper). Comparing VCF E and VCF F , four out of five variants are perfectly matched (at positions 6, 11, 19, 25) and only one variant remains unique in each VCF file (at position 9 in VCF E and at position 27 in VCF F ). Comparing VCF C and VCF D , both VCF comparison programs NEAT and SMaSH VCF compare are unable to report the correct values for the number of TP, FP and FN due to the fact that the resulting sequences are not equivalent. Figure 3 shows the normalized VCF files produced by vtnormalize and SMaSH from the example variants in Figure 2 . VCF C and VCF D were processed with vt-normalize to produce VCF I and VCF J respectively. In this case SMaSH produced the same normalized VCF files as vt-normalize. Even when comparing VCF I and VCF J which are normalized using available VCF normalizers, the VCF comparison programs NEAT and SMaSH VCF compare could not correctly identify the equivalent and inequivalent variants. These normalization and comparison methods would result in errors in the evaluation of the variant calling protocols that generated the input VCF files.
Note that this paper deals with VCF normalization. VCF comparators such as NEAT and SMaSH are used only for evaluation of normalization efficiency as described in Section 3.2. In the evaluation conducted in this paper, the VCF comparators use only the POS, REF and ALT data fields in the VCF file.
Methods
When comparing VCF files we expect them to be quite similar to each other except for minor differences. Finding these minor differences is the purpose of the comparison: we expect the output of a variant calling process to be close to the true set of variant, and their resulting sequences to be quite similar. Thus, if two sequences are aligned to the reference using the same alignment algorithm (to find the best alignment) with the same set of parameters, the resulting alignments are likely to be very similar. Note that for lengthy sequences there could be several best alignments however the same algorithm will tend to choose the same alignment. Since the equivalent parts of the sequences are aligned in the same way to the reference, transforming the alignments back to its VCF representation will yield the same set of variants in both VCF files in regions where the sequences are identical. ALN E and ALN F respectively. Finally, the VCF representations of ALN E and ALN F are shown as VCF E and VCF F respectively. Note that VCF E and VCF C were both obtained by aligning the same sequence (SqC) to the reference. Thus VCF E and VCF C are equivalent and VCF E can be considered as the normalized representation of VCF C . This is true in the case of VCF D and VCF F as well.
Best alignment normalization
Our proposed normalization procedure, called Best Alignment Normalisation (BAN), is shown in Algorithm 1, and takes place in three phases; Input preparation U 1 , Normalization U 2 and Output Generation U 3 . The main body of BAN in U 2 is designed to support haploid genomes. However the human genome is a diploid genome in which there are some variants that can affect each copy of a chromosome differently at the same site. Thus in U 1 the input diploid VCF file is simplified into two separate haploid VCF files, one for each copy of the chromosome. U 2 is responsible for the normalization of each haploid VCF file that is done through alignment of their resulting sequence to the reference genome. Finally in phase U 3 , the haploid VCF files are merged back into a diploid VCF file, which is the final output of BAN.
In a diploid genome, homozygous variants affect both chromosomes similarly while heterozygous variants appear only in one copy of the chromosomes, or appear differently on each copy of the chromosomes (multiallelic variant). However, the normalization process in U 2 does not support heterozygous variants as it only creates one sequence for each VCF file. As a consequence, in U 1 , to handle heterozygous variants of a diploid VCF file, multiallelic variants are broken down into simpler heterozygous variants. For instance, in Figure 4 , the multiallelic variants at position 5 of VCF K is broken down into two heterozygous variants in VCF L at the same position (all affected variants are highlighted in Figure 4) . Then, the input VCF file is divided into two haploid VCF files where each includes variants that affect only one copy of the chromosomes. The homozygous variants will be written in both VCF files while heterozygous variants appear only in one of the VCF files. In a diploid VCF file, there could be more than one subsequence in the ALT field (separated by a comma). If the VCF file is phased, the genotype field (GT) will be given the value of XjY (X and Y are integers) that are indices of the subsequences in the ALT field which affect the first and second copy of a chromosome respectively. The index of the first (leftmost) subsequence in the ALT field is 1. A value of 0 for X and Y indicates that the related copy of the chromosome is not affected by the variants. For example, if the ALT field is C,T and the GT field is 2j0 then T appears in first copy of chromosome while second copy of chromosome remains unchanged.
In U 1 of BAN, the GT field is used to divide a diploid VCF file into two haploid VCF files. The use of phased VCF file is recommended, however, if the phasing information is not available (the vertical line in GT field is replaced with diagonal line), it is necessary to assign a phase to the variants. In this case BAN assigns the phase randomly since no other information is available. However, random phasing can introduce some inaccuracy in rare cases. Figure 4 is an example of such a case where multiallelic variants of VCF K is broken down to generate VCF L and then random phasing is applied to VCF L to produce VCF M and VCF N . Here we apply two differing random phasings to show their effect on the rest of the normalization process. Note that in U 1 , opposite phasing will be assigned to heterozygous variants resulting from simplifying multiallelic variants. VCF M and VCF N are then normalized to VCF O and VCF P respectively using the rest of normalization procedure of BAN. As shown in Figure 4 while VCF O and VCF P are both normalized version of VCF P they are completely different. Thus BAN normalization process is not stable in such cases when random phasing is applied. 
Improved VCF normalization for accurate VCF comparison
In U 2 , for each of the haploid VCF files produced in U 1 , a sample sequence is generated using the GATK FastaAlternateReferenceMaker (FARM) tool. This applies all the changes in the VCF file to the reference. Next, the sample sequence is aligned to the reference using NUCmer from the MUMmer (Kurtz et al., 2004) toolkit. MUMmer is a set of tools for aligning whole genomes using maximal exact matches. Another tool from MUMmer, delta-filter, is used to process the NUCmer output file containing all the possible alignments, and find the best alignment. The alignment is then converted to a VCF file using the MUMmer show-snps tool together with a series of custom scripts (Scofield, 2012) . Finally, using GATK LAATV, the normalized haploid VCF file is processed to represent all the variants in the leftmost possible position. For example, when a C is inserted into a part of the reference containing CCCCCCCCC, the best alignment might consider insertion at any location. Using GATK LAATV such variants are left aligned.
Finally, in U 3 , the normalized haploid VCF files are combined into the final normalized diploid VCF using the GATK Combine Variants tool. Phasing information is also removed from the output VCF file if the input VCF file is not phased.
Although the information in a VCF file can be represented in various forms, the resulting sequence is always unique. Thus, BAN relies on the sample sequence rather than on the input VCF file and recalls variants from the sample sequence aligned to the reference. As a result, the same set of variants are always produced when two sample sequences have identical regions. In general, by considering all variant records simultaneously within the sample sequence, BAN turns an allele-level VCF into a genome-level VCF. BAN claims neither to produce the minimal number of variants nor to lead to the best normalized representation. However, as shown by the results in Section 4, BAN leads to the most accurate comparison. Note that if the original VCF files are unphased necessitating random phasing, some inaccuracy may be introduced in the normalized VCF file, which makes that file unsuitable for purposes other than variant calling protocol comparison.
Average disagreement factor (ADF)
As stated in Section 1, the effectiveness of a normalization method can be evaluated by finding the amount of disagreement between the TP, FP and FN reported by different VCF comparators. A better normalization method will result in less disagreement between the outputs of different VCF comparators when using the normalized VCF files as input.
Consider the following definitions:
• VP: a pair of VCF files; there are n VPs which are compared, and these are {ðVCF 1a ; VCF 1b Þ; ðVCF 2a ; VCF 2b Þ. . . ðVCF na ; VCF nb Þ}.
• VC: a VCF comparator; there are m VCF comparators.
For the kth VCF pairs the Disagreement Factor DF k is computed, using Equation 2 where Diff(i, j) is computed using Equation 1. The Average Disagreement Factor ADF is computed on a set of VCF pairs using Equation 3 where all the VCF files are normalized using a specific normalization method. Finally, the ADF for each normalization method is used to discriminate between normalization methods.
Note that the ADF is a metric to discriminate between VCF normalization methods and not for comparing variant calling workflow outputs. Thus the disagreement between different VCF comparators outputs (which is the ADF), is not a function of the discordance between VCF files, meaning that a lower ADF does not necessarily imply lower a discordance between VCF files.
In Tan et al. (2015) , three different representations are defined in which variants have to be normalized and vt-normalize is proven to normalize all these cases. However, it is difficult to prove that these are the only forms of unormalized representations. It is almost impossible to categorize all unormalized representations when a set of variants are jointly considered. Figures 1 and 2 are just two examples, but there could be many more. To tackle this difficulty, instead of defining unormalized representations and addressing them in the normalization algorithm, we apply a normalization procedure to a large dataset which ideally includes all possible unormalized representations, and use the ADF to determine how well the normalization process deals with various unormalized variants.
Results
The ADF was computed for the un-normalized VCF file as well as for VCF files normalized by four VCF normalization methods: GATK LAATV, vt-normalize, SMaSH normalizer and BAN. NEAT, NEAT fast mode and SMaSH comparators were all used as VCF comparators to compute the ADF. As VCFtools only compares variant sites and consequently has a high level of disagreement with other comparators, it was excluded from the comparator list (incidentally, including VCFtools in the experiment puts an offset on all computed ADF values but does not violate our conclusion). The SMaSH comparator does not report the number of TP, FP and FN directly in the output. To address this limitation, the SMaSH source code was modified to print out the TP, FP and FN values without affecting its core functionality.
Test data consisted of nine real human DNA samples downloaded from the 1000 Genomes Project (Consortium, 2015) (randomly selected) and of one synthetic dataset generated using DWGsim (Homer, 2011) and ART (Huang et al., 2012) . For each of the ten samples, there were five VCF files labelled as TGP, GHC, GUG, SNV and SAM. The TGP was obtained directly from the Synthetic Chr 20 7 VCF files were produced from sequenced data using the GATK HaplotypeCaller (GHC), GATK UnifiedGenotyper (GUG), SNVer (SNV) (Wei et al., 2011) and SAMtools (SAM) ) variant callers. All VCF files are sorted by Picard tools (Institute, 2009) before comparison. Using these five VCF files for each sample, seven VCF pairs {(TGP, SNV), (TGP, SAM), (TGP, GUG), (TGP, GHC), (GHC, SNV), (GHC, SAM), (GHC, GUG)} were used for comparison.
Test samples were categorized into four groups listed in Table 1 , and the ADF was computed by comparing all the VCF pairs in each group. VCF files and aligned reads for the first three groups were obtained from the 1000 Genomes Project, with the first group (High Coverage) covering Chromosomes 1 to 22 from one individual. The next two groups, Low Coverage and Exome Sequencing, each included Chromosome 20 data from four individuals for a total of 28 VCF pairs (7 from each individual). Group 4 was a synthetic sample of human chromosome 20 where variants were injected by DWGsim into the reference genome, and sequenced data were produced by ART and mapped with BWA (Li and Durbin, 2009 ) MEM Algorithm (Li, 2013) . For the synthetic sample, the variant injection rate was set at 0.002, the single-end read length to 100 bp, the folded coverage to 20 and the sequencing error to 1%.
An example of comparison results is shown in Table 2 , which lists the DF values obtained when comparing all VCF pairs in test sample Group 1, using vt-normalize for normalising the VCF files. The ADF value given in Table 2 provides a measure of the effectiveness of vt-normalize for normalising VCF files. Note that for each VCF pair, the results are given for the three VCF comparators, including the numbers of TP, FP and FN reported by each comparator for each VCF pair. The last column for each VCF pair is the DF value calculated from the combined outputs of the three comparators. The ADF for vt-normalize calculated from this set of VCF pairs is shown at the bottom of the Table 2 . The complete list of compare results and DF values for all VCF pairs in our experiment are available in Supplementary Data. Figure 5 summarizes the computed ADFs for the four groups of samples mentioned in Table 1 using the four normalization methods as well as the un-normalized VCF files. Note that a logarithmic scale is used in Figure 5 .
For the BAN method, with the Synthetic and Exome Sequencing groups all the DF values are 0, thus the ADF is 0 as well. In the Low Coverage group all DF values are 0 except for two VCF pairs, (TGP, SAM) and (TGP, GUG) of NA12760, resulting in an ADF of about 0.2 in this case. The ADF reported for High Coverage group is 59.9, which is minuscule when compared to the ADF obtained with the other normalization methods.
In all cases, normalising VCF files with GATK LAATV had little impact on the ADF while normalising with vt-normalize and SMaSH reduced the ADF considerably. Of all the previously reported normalization methods, SMaSH normalizer resulted in the lowest ADF, which was still considerably higher than that obtained using BAN.
Note that each group contained different genome sizes and differing read coverage and therefore the ADF values should not be compared across groups.
To validate each of the normalized haploid VCF files generated from the MUMmer Alignment in U 2 of BAN in Algorithm 1, GATK FARM was used to generate the sample sequence from the normalized haploid VCF (hVCF and the end of U 2 and immediately Table 1 before using GATK LAATV). This new sequence was subsequently compared to SEQ (the sequence created from the input haploid VCF file) using the Linux diff command which strictly reports all the differences between the files. In every case no difference was reported, thus confirming that the normalized VCF files were completely equivalent to the input VCF files.
Discussion
Although the main focus of this paper is on the human genome, BAN is capable of normalising VCF files for other genomes including those with higher ploidies. However, the problem with potential inaccuracies introduced by random phasing of unphased VCF files is likely to be compounded in genomes with higher ploidies. We strongly recommend that users apply additional tools to ensure their VCF files are phased, before normalising them with BAN. In the absence of phasing information the true haplotype will remain unknown.
Conclusion
We have developed BAN, a new variant normalization method for processing VCF files, that takes into account the equivalency of sets of variants rather than processing each variant individually. Since no benchmark 'best-normalized VCF file' has been defined, we also introduce the Average Disagreement Factor (ADF) as a metric to evaluate the effectiveness of a VCF normalization method. Evaluation of existing VCF normalization methods using the ADF demonstrates that the use of BAN results in considerable improvement in the identification of equivalencies between VCF files. Normalization of VCF files using BAN should provide a much stronger basis for comparing and evaluating variant calling workflows.
